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Update from π-Cipher v1
This document is the summary of the updates from v1 to v2 of the π-Cipher documentation.

Update in Chapter 1. Specification
This chapter contains correction on the padding rule that leads to easy forgery strategy
as it was pointed out by Gaëtan Leurent and Thomas Fuhr [1].
In Version 1, the padding rule for the last block of the AD is the following:
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where 1 represents the byte 0x01, and 0 represents the byte 0x00.
In Version 1, the padding rule for the last block of the message M is the following:
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where 1 represents the byte 0x01, and 0 represents the byte 0x00.
In order to solve the issue pointed out in [1] we modify the padding rule as following:
”Append 1 in any case, and fill the rest of the block with 0s”. Thus, the changes will be:
The padding rule for the associated data AD is the following:
AD

 AD1||AD2|| . . . ||ADa||10

where 1 represents the byte 0x01, and 0 represents the byte 0x00.
The padding rule for the message M is the following:
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where 1 represents the byte 0x01, and 0 represents the byte 0x00.
Note that if the associated data AD (the message M ) has length that is a multiple
of the bitrate, then the number of processed blocks of AD (M ) is increased by one, and
thus a Ð a 1 (m Ð m 1).

Update in Chapter 4. Features
In this chapter we give clarification about the feature Tag second preimage resistance
- resistance against finding second preimage for an authentication tag when the key is
known (insider attack) for short messages.
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